
Sighten has built the most advanced software toolset for the solar 
industry. The company’s comprehensive platform allows solar installers 
to effectively manage solar projects from initial sales lead through to 
installation and helps financing companies efficiently fund solar assets.

As Sighten rapidly expanded its customer base and the platform grew in 
complexity, it quickly became apparent that QA processes and systems 
were severely lagging. In order to get full testing coverage, the team 
had initially relied on an all-hands-on-deck approach to QA at the 
end of each two-week sprint, slowing the development process and 
sometimes delaying releases.

“We needed to find a solution that allowed us to scale our QA 
process without having to fully scale our internal team,” says Mariya 
Nomanbhoy, the VP of Product at Sighten. “We had huge testing peaks 
in the second week of our sprint cycle where we needed a lot of people 
to test our system.” To scale QA processes successfully, Sighten turned 
to Rainforest QA. By leveraging Rainforest’s QA-as-a-Service platform, 
Sighten has been able to successfully test new features at the pace of 
development and uncover issues faster.

A Testing Solution for a Complex Product
Sighten’s testing strategy must accommodate the inherently complex 
and multi-faceted nature of their product. The Sighten application 
entails detailed and custom workflows that must be tested end-to-end, 
which can be difficult and time consuming. Additionally, some of the 
complicated financial and solar calculations within Sighten’s software 
are challenging to test without industry knowledge.
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“Before Rainforest, we had been 
spending 50% of our time on bug 
fixing...Now we only spend around 

15% of our time fixing bugs.”
  - Mariya Nomanbhoy

VP of Product, Sighten

Rainforest Usage Stats

35% less time     
fixing bugs  Sighten cut 
their time spent finding and 
resolving bugs by 35% with 
Rainforest

19x faster Rainforest lets 
Sighten run tests as quickly as 
a team of 19 full-time testers

1025 hours of testing 
saved per month running tests 
with Rainforest

 $861K  Sighten saves 
approx $861K annually over in-
house QA costs with Rainforest

Calculate the cost of your QA

http://www.sighten.io/
https://www.rainforestqa.com/calculator/#test_count=27&browser_count=14&deploy_count=23&hrs_to_create_automation_framework=100&hrs_to_create_manual_test=0.1&hrs_to_create_automated_test=1.5&hrs_to_manage_test_manual=0.05&hrs_to_manage_test_automated=0.25&hrs_to_manage_test_rf=0.1&hrs_to_manage_qa_team_per_hr_worked_insourced=0.1&hrs_to_manage_qa_team_per_hr_worked_outsourced=0.2&hrs_to_execute_test_manually=0.5&cost_per_hr_of_developers=200&cost_per_hr_of_qa_mgmt=150&cost_per_hr_of_qa_execution_insourced=50&cost_per_hr_of_qa_execution_outsourced=25&cost_of_infrastructure=4347&rainforest_plan=21735&custom_rainforest_plan=10002


Sighten’s team found that Rainforest’s test writing process helped 
them break down user interactions and flows into manageable pieces, 
allowing Rainforest testers to easily work through complex processes. 
As a result, Sighten was able to streamline their tests, even for long 
user flows. Mariya says that “Rainforest is much easier than automated 
tests because our QA engineers are able to build them much faster. 
Rainforest makes it easy to write tests in ways that testers can 
understand quickly. Even when your software is updated, testers will 
still be able to interpret it correctly.”

Rainforest’s modular tests make managing, updating, and organizing 
tests easier. Sighten leverages test folders and embedded tests to 
make writing and running tests in specific environments fast and easy. 
“Rainforest has really helped us put a lot of structure around what 
we’re doing. We have one person who maintains our Rainforest 
regression tests and he spends only a few days a week working on 
it,” says Mariya.

QA at the Speed of Development
Rainforest has also allowed Sighten to start testing earlier within each 
sprint cycle. Before Rainforest, the Sighten team had to wait until 
the QA phase for bugs to surface, then work on resolving them. This 
short and isolated QA period would lead to sudden spikes of issue 
kickbacks shortly before each release, which was inefficient and put 
each release at risk of being delayed. With Rainforest, Sighten can 
run regression tests every day to provide continuous feedback on the 
status of projects.

Rainforest has been fully integrated into Sighten’s development 
activities. “We rely on Rainforest to run all of our regression tests. 
We automatically run our Rainforest test suite every morning on 
our development servers and use that as a health check of how 
development is going for the sprint. It really gives us an idea of what 
could be going wrong and whether any new regression issues have 
been introduced since our last check”, says Mariya.

As a result of their daily regression tests through Rainforest, Sighten 
can identify issues quickly and keep their sprint on track. “We’re 
catching regression issues much earlier in the sprint. We’ve been 
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“Rainforest has really 
helped us put a lot of 
structure around what 
we’re doing. ”



able to start delivering sprints on time much more often,” says Mariya. 
Rainforest allows Sighten to develop on an Agile timeline and test code 
at a pace that keeps up with their deployment timeline.

Reducing Time Spent Bug Fixing
One of the most significant benefits Sighten has experienced with 
Rainforest is a significant reduction in time spent on finding and fixing 
bugs. By leveraging Rainforest to perform regular regression tests, 
Sighten’s development team has been able to find issues more efficiently 
and can devote less time to resolving bugs. “Before Rainforest, we were 
spending 50% of our time on bug fixing. Within a couple of months of 
building out Rainforest regression tests, we were able to reduce the 
amount of developer time we spend on bug fixing. We now only spend 
around 15% of our time fixing bugs.”

Rainforest QA has helped Sighten streamline their testing processes and 
improve the regression testing feedback loop. With Rainforest, Sighten 
has been able to reduce the amount of time and resources invested in 
QA and release on-time with much more consistency.
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Rainforest QA is modern testing for web and mobile apps. The 
Rainforest platform delivers all the resources needed to do fast, 
efficient QA.

Rainforest combines a massive crowd of human testers with 
algorithmic management and VMs to execute web and mobile 
regression testing for continuous deployment. The best dev 
teams from companies like Intuit, Zenefits, Oracle, and IBM use 
Rainforest’s platform and API to execute and scale their QA 
activities more effectively.
     

“We’re catching 
regressions much 
earlier in the sprint. 
We’ve been able to 
start delivering sprints 
on time much more 
often.”

www.rainforestqa.com

http://www.rainforestqa.com

